Does short-term endotracheal intubation affects the acoustic characteristics?
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Abstract
Introduction: Endotracheal intubation can produce various degrees of temporary and sometimes permanent damage to the laryngotracheal mechanism. Recent development of computer based voice analysis technology can now detect a minute changes in acoustic waveforms which a normal human ear cannot. In the study we compared and analyzed the acoustic waveforms of 35 patients undergoing surgery under intubation anaesthesia.
Objective: The aim of the present series is to analyze the effects of short term intubation with computerized voice laboratory.
Materials and methods: Values of acoustic waveforms obtained from 35 patients were compared 48 hours after the short term endotracheal intubation anaesthesia. The comparisons were made in terms of perturbation (jitter and shimmer), harmonic- to noise ratio (HNR) and fundamental frequency (F₀).
Results: The pre-intubated voice characteristics when compared with the post-intubation group did not reveal any statistical difference (P>0.05). However, there was only a minimal decrease in F₀.
Conclusion: The study revealed that, short term intubation anaesthesia does not alter the acoustic characteristics. The analysis of acoustic waveforms is a non invasive technique that helps to evaluate the effects of tracheal intubation on laryngeal function, a technique that warrants further evaluation.
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General anaesthesia nearly always requires endotracheal intubation for assisted ventilation and airway protection. Many patients, particularly the voice professionals always fear of their vocal changes following intubation anaesthesia, which is not uncommon either. This is primarily due to pressure injury or due to intubation trauma to the larynx rather than by central depression¹-³. In another study it was observed that, changes in the acoustic waveforms of the larynx after intubation are caused by the mechanical impact of the tracheal tube, rather than by central depression⁴.

Though the consequences of short term laryngeal intubation are minor, and transient, the severity may range from mild dysphonia to tracheal stenosis⁵-⁷. Injuries secondary to the endotracheal intubation may occur at glottic level due to pressure exerted by the wall of the tube, and tracheal injury due to excessive pressure generated by the cuff or the tip, particularly in case of the Prolong intubation⁸-⁹.

The perceptual evaluation of voice is a subjective assessment of the vocal characteristics and has significant limitations that can lead to confusion or disparity amongst the observers. Recent development of acoustic analysis technology can now access sustained sound waveform characteristic, which may not be detected by even a trained ear. In particular, changes in fundamental frequency (F₀), perturbation (jitter and shimmer) and harmonic-to noise ratio (HNR) have been shown to be significantly altered by various laryngeal pathology⁷. Researchers are on to delineate the extent to which voice waveform characteristics are altered by endotracheal intubation⁸-⁹. The study was undertaken to analyze the quality of voice following short term intubation anaesthesia and to compare the acoustic characteristics with the pre-operative data.
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Material and methods
A prospective study carried out from April 2008 on 35 patients selected from those who were scheduled for ear or sinonasal surgeries under general anaesthesia with intubation. There age ranged from 12 to 48 years with mean age of 26 years. Of the 35 cases 20 were males and 15 females. Patients with history of laryngeal surgeries or voice surgeries were not included in the study. These also included patients who had to undergo oropharyngeal surgeries which would have direct impact on the voice characteristics following the surgery.

All the patients underwent surgery under intubation anaesthesia and the duration of surgeries ranged from 30 minutes to 210 minutes with an average duration of 117 minutes. A variety of anaesthetic techniques were used, including different combination of anaesthetic medications and Polyvinylchloride(PVC) cuffed endotracheal tubes of suitable sizes ranging from number 6 to 8.5 were used.

All of them were analyzed perceptually before considering the acoustic analysis. Patients with GRBAS score more than ‘0’ were not included in the study. The acoustic samples were recorded with Dr. Speech acoustic software (Tiger electronics, USA) on the day of admission one day prior to surgery. Second data were taken on the second post-operative day, i.e., after 48 hours of surgery. The four acoustic parameters were compared between the two group of patients revealed no statistically significant difference of acoustic values (P>0.05), as depicted in the Table 1. However, there was a minimum increment only in jitter. Shimmer and F0 were decreased, yet the paired t-test revealed that the inter group changes were not statistically different. Fundamental frequency (F0) is the frequency of vocal fold vibration during the phonation. The pre-intubation mean F0 values were 231.77Hz and 222.90Hz in the post intubation group with a difference of 8.87Hz(P=0.135).

There were no changes in the HNR group either. These acoustic parameters were also analyzed with the duration of intubation anaesthesia and were subdivided between the two groups of either less than or more than 110 minutes. Data analysis with Fisher’s exact test did not reveal any statistical difference between these two subgroups.

### Table 1: Pre and Post Intubation Acoustic values, N: 35

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jitter(%)</th>
<th>Shimmer(%)</th>
<th>HNR(dB)</th>
<th>F0 (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>1.705</td>
<td>1.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.85)</td>
<td>(0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Paired t-test applied. A: Pre operative, B: Post operative.

### Table 2: Relation to duration with Surgery (N: 35)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Duration(in Mins.)</th>
<th>Median score (in mins.)</th>
<th>p-Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Jitter(%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>&lt;1.45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>HNR(db)</td>
<td>&lt;26.12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>F0 (Hz)</td>
<td>&lt;210</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Fisher’s exact test applied.
**Discussion**

Endotracheal intubation was not advocated for general anaesthesia until 1910 by Elsberg. It has since become one of the most common procedures performed in modern medical practice. Since it is an invasive procedure the risk of voice is always there. Tubes may injure the tracheal lumen through direct toxic effect of their component material or by physical effect. However Polyvinylchloride (PVC) which is known to leech toxic additives remains the most commonly used material for all purposes whether that is for short or long term intubation. The cuffed tube of the same material was used in all the case of our series. Pressure at the interface between the wall of the endotracheal tube and the soft tissue of the larynx is the fundamental cause of mucosal ischemia. Capillary perfusion pressure is the critical factor in mucosal ischemia injury. In areas where mucosa is closely adherent to the cartilage, much lower intra cuff pressure can occlude the blood flow. When ever capillary perfusion ceases, an ischemic injury is initiated. This injury is superficial when the time course is short. Many other factors may play a role in modifying the intubation injury, but each is difficult to analyze as an independent variables. The most frequently mentioned includes: route of intubation (nasal vs. oral), shearing force (to-fro motion of the tube), presence of the nasogastric tube, pneumonia, steroid use, level of consciousness, hypotension and subsequent tracheostomy.

Although many of the English literatures has mentioned the long term effect of endotracheal intubation in the trachea, very little attention has been paid to the vocal dysfunction following short term intubation. Voice is a co-ordinate output of the respiratory system, respiratory tract as well as function of the higher central nervous system. Aeromechanical energy produced by the lung displaces the different vocal tract structures, generating pressure behind the valves and produces the acoustic speech. Pulmonary function is an important factor to offer a vocal characteristics, such as intensity, pitch, stress syllable and phrases. Restricted ventilation following general anaesthesia due to residual effects due to anaesthetic drugs, post operative pain following any abdomino-thoracic surgery or immediate post operative analgesia may alter the vocal characteristic. To avoid all these effects on the acoustic characteristics we measured it after 48 hours of incubational anaesthesia. Jitter, which is the cycle to cycle variation of fundamental frequency did not show any significant differences between the two groups (P=0.633). Changes in jitter can be a result of alteration of the intrinsic vibratory characteristics of the vocal fold mucosa or associated vocal tract system that participates in voice production. These effects can result from deficits in vocal fold mobility, changes in glottic tension and alteration of the mucosa of the vibratory margin of the vocal fold. But Hamadan and Beckford had observed significantly higher values for jitter. But their post intubational data measurement was done much earlier than ours, and this could be the reason for increased jitter values in their studies.

Shimmer perturbation also correlated well with the jitter. The values of jitter did not change between the two groups. This is expected as values of both these variables increases as the signals become noisier or more irregular. Increase in perturbation is indicative of harsh or breathy voice. The value of \( F_0 \) was reduced in our study, though it was not statistically insignificant. Slight increase in the jitter value may be considered here while interpreting the decreased value of \( F_0 \). If the intubation had caused some oedema on the vocal folds, the vibrating folds may have had additional mass to render lesser \( F_0 \). The other factor contributing to the decreased mean \( F_0 \) is reduced phonatory effect by the subject consciously or unconsciously trying to protect their tender vocal folds, thereby reducing the vocal loudness and \( F_0 \). But this is not applicable in our study, as the acoustic characteristics were measured 48 hours of intubation. On the other hand, Gleeson and many others have shown a consistent increase in \( F_0 \) after intubation. Yonick et al conducted a study on 15 subjects undergoing cardiac surgery and found no significant changes in the mean \( F_0 \). Only perturbation had increased. Such differences in between similar type of studies need to be analyzed more cautiously as it may be due to methodological differences.

HNR ratio is an average ratio of energy of the harmonic components in the range ratio 70-4500Hz to the intra-harmonic components energy in the range 1500-4500Hz. The amount of energy conveyed in the \( F_0 \) and its harmonics, divided by the energy in the noise frequencies is the HNR. Since this parameter correlates with the perception of vocal roughness and thereby correlates with the \( F_0 \),\(^{26} \) we obviously did not observe any changes between the two groups.

In the study we compared analyzed the pre intubation data with the duration of intubation. Independent variables like cuff pressure and volume of the endotracheal tubes are not addressed here, but all the tubes were made up of PVC. Acoustically, the post intubation voice was characterized by minimal decrease in the \( F_0 \). Without consistent changes in perturbation and HNR. The result of this study indicates that short term intubation anaesthesia
does not alter the acoustic characteristics. But general anaesthesia has multisystem effects, some of which can disturb the fine harmony necessary for normal voice production. These factors are potentially responsible for some changes that might occur in the phonation commonly seen immediately after the anaesthesia with endotracheal procedure.

**Conclusion**
During our evaluation it became evident that short term endotracheal anaesthesia did not alter the acoustic characteristics. Since vocal output is the multi factorial, other parameters that may affect the acoustic quality needs further consideration. However, additional and larger studies are required to reveal the potential of this technique.
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